
Correct the following sentences. Errors of grammar, spelling, vocabulary, syntax.  
 
1. One of her first work was Pride & Pregiudice, that were originally titled "First Impression."  

2. The novel make you think about your mistakes and show you how difficult feelings are and bare human 

soul.  

3. This unfortunate boy after a lot of trials, decides to go to London in search of a better life.  

4. ... Dr. Lanyon, a doctor Jekyll's friend ... 

5. The story presents a complex plot, using the framing technique, that is the story in the story.  

6. He starts to investigate but the mistery become,day by day, more obscure and complicated.  

7. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was wrote by RL Stevenson, a scottish well know novelist, lived during the 

Victorian Age.  

8. About this tale we can set it in London.  

9. Proceding with his research the doctor will testing the ption himself becoming, through a 

transformation, a completely different individual with an horrible aspect making trouble in the city, bad 

actions and also murder.  

10. ... with a poem readable only if is reflected on a mirror ... 

11. She arrive at the top of the hill meeting talking flowers. 

12. Alice meets, in this fantasy world, all the characters of her favourite nursery rhymes.  

13. ... the White Knight which accompanies Alice out of the wood after have saved her from the Red 

Knight. 

14. Alice had seven years old and she lived in the England of Victorian Age.  

15. Poe describe carefully every particular of the houses of the inhabitants, houses are very bizzare.  

16. She's dressed in an unusual way. 

17. Poe, that know the story because he was in the village in that period, start t o narrate the strange 

event.  

18. The village is a kind of little world, closed and disturbing.  

19. Often, also if the settings are principally in Great Britain, are mentioned places involved in the 

Empire's colonialism politics.  

20. After meeting the White Queen that usually knows things before they will happen, Alice transfers 

herself in a small shop with a sheep and there she knows an egg that is looking like a person, named 

Humpty Dumpty who is celebrating his unbirthday.  

21. The novel is about the story of Victor Frankestein, a young man with agreat scientific ambitions that 

one day decide to create with his hands a new form of creature, similar to a human.  

 


